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We are InfOil


Oil and Gas software company providing solutions for upstream production operations.
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InfOil provides turn-key IT solutions for the Oil and Gas industry worldwide. From InfOil headquarters in Argentina since 1992, major oil companies and independents have benefitted from InfOil’s extensive expertise in Oil and Gas production consulting services, advanced technology platform, and highly efficient solutions delivering an effective ROI.


We have the ISO 9001 certification, which allows us to guarantee an excellent service and the continuous improvement of our processes. You can see our Quality Policy  here 


The depth and flexibility of adjustments, changes, and evolution of the industry’s processes require a complex and advanced IT infrastructure. InfOil focuses on its customer’s specific technology needs to work with their vision for efficiency and sustained growth.


	Tailored solutions
	Customer service
	Agility and dynamism
	Twenty years of experience
	Lower market cost





















Consulting Services









InfOil offers consulting services addressing the needs for accurate production management and efficient workflow processes. With many successful implementations, InfOil’s consulting staff has built an impressive knowledge base that is applied to each successive implementation.














From Field Data Collection through complete production volumes management and InfoProd implementation; InfOil provides highly qualified oil and gas professionals to address the needs of the customer. The deliverable is a detailed workflow that provides comprehensive management of production data. An important element of the workflow is the data quality assessment and management of data input into the InfoProd system. InfOil supports high standards in data quality management and is consistently recognized in the industry for excellent performance.



















Let's Work Together!













Products





A comprehensive set of solutions for the Oil & Gas Industry and tailored to customer needs.

 




	All
	Production
	Peripheral Modules
	Well Data
	Maintenance
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InfoProd





Fully integrated Oil and Gas Production System




InfoProd is a highly flexible Oil and Gas Production management and analysis solution, which has a user interface configurable to customer needs without programming.


It is an integrated application that allows simultaneous access to the information, from production extrapolation curves to well tests; including well schemes, loss statistics, production potentials, and intervention records.


Developed under a state of the art technological platform which allows clients to incorporate peripheral modules and interact with other applications based on each customer needs.


	Upstream integrated management
	Data export into other applications
	Daily report generations
	Monthly processes
	Production statistics
	Yield and control alarms
	Graphics: declination, projections, adjustments, etc.
	Primary and secondary recovery projects management
	Production and / or yield alarms
	Powerful reporting and printout abilities
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InfoMant





Preventive Maintenance and Support System




Using InfoMant, users can generate components usage and consumptions queries ate any required intervals.


Allows components and rigs fully integrated maintenance management as well as planning for consumable goods and spares provisioning needs based on maintenance orders projections.


Users can perform queries and analysis of rigs current and historical status, with reports generation and statistical information.


Adaptable to any type of rig or groups of rigs, and tailored to customer’s needs.


	Hierarchical structure
	Includes extensive component classes and maintenance programs ready to use
	Short implementation time frame
	Components historical data
	Rig’s lubricant consumption queries
	Preventive maintenance (maintenance orders)
	Corrective and fault maintenance (work orders)
	Maintenance order projections
	Components usage records
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Water Monitoring





Field Water Monitoring




Manages the Sample Points and the associated facilities, recording and reporting the sample analyses.


Main characteristics:





	Piezometer and water meter catalog
	Water monitoring campaigns definition
	Manual or Automatic importation of water sample analysis
	Water Samples comparative analysis
	Environment protocols administration
	Piper charts
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Corrosion
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Corrosion





Facilities Corrosion Module




Manages corrosion tests and sample points follow-up in order to evaluate the corrosion impact on the facilities.


Main characteristics:





	Corrosion Coupons administration
	Coupons Weight Loss Analysis
	Coupons retrieval
	Gas chromatography tracking
	Corrosion analysis reports
	Sample points physical and chemical analysis
	Mobile app for chemical field operations
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Chemicals
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Chemicals





Well and facilities chemicals dosing.




Provides for follow up of chemicals and lubricants batching and stock. In addition this module calculates the recommended doses for each product.


Main characteristics:





	Calculation of recommended dosification by chemical injection point and product
	Chemical dosification tracking
	Chemical product stock tracking
	Chemical injection registration
	Mobile app for chemical field operations
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Zafiro





Zafiro Platform




With Zafiro, InfOil introduces an innovative and unique development platform focused on end users and easily adjustable to each company’s business requirements in a very cost effective and efficient manner.


Specifically designed and developed for companies in the Energy Business, Zafiro is a flexible and easily configurable platform over which different applications, modules, updates and specific functionalities are being build, including Upstream Production management, planning, budgeting, forecasting, what-if scenarios, score carding, dashboards and consolidations.


Applications and solutions developed by InfOil and based on Zafiro platform allows users to create reports and dashboards, present and analyze data and process modeling, define formulas, and configure visual aspects using an intuitive graphical interface environment without the need to programming. Users can also configure the application to be used in different languages and measuring units, based on each operation’s needs.


Main features and functionalities:


	Query Modules
	Auditing capabilities
	Robust and simple to use formula framework tool
	Alarm system to track different system variables
	Mapping framework to multiple RDBMS
	Workflow, approbations levels, audit functionalities
	Business validation rules
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Dashboard
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Dashboard





Project Description




KPI's definition and viewing. External applications and data import.


Add more description here.
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Official Reports





Automated government report generation




Enable the user to print and present automatically all the information required by the governmental agencies. Depending on the country, the government requires the companies to inform certain information with specified formats, for example: ANH in Colombia, ANP in Brazil, Secretaría de Energía in Argentina, etc.


Main features and functionalities:


	Mapping the government entities if they have different names with the ones handle by the system
	Preview of the information to be presented
	Presentation of the information in the format required by the agency
	Log of the information presented
	Possibility to review the presentations already published
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Well-Expert: Well data management





The new InfOil’s Well Data Management solution




Historically many companies have created databases using different technologies, even, Excel worksheets. Most of the time this databases become obsolete due to data inconsistency, limited access or technological obsolescence. Also, a growing number of engineering applications have their own local databases making it difficult to share data with other users.


Well-Expert comes to the stage to get rid of this complicated and unmaintainable worksheets, standalone databases and outdated workstation applications.


Well-Expert is a modern and easy to use web application that tracks all work done in your wells, from drilling to abandonment, keeping it’s “Well File” up to date and on-line for everyone in the company.

Main features:

	Well File view
	Diagrams: well timeline, well sketch, well-log, mud-log, PLT, and others
	PPDM compliant well catalog
	Import and Export data
	Events dashboard
	Multiple layer maps
	Full Text database search
	Document attachments
	Data change tracking
	User authentication and authorization module with Active Directory support
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Zafiro Mobile
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Zafiro Mobile





Offline production data entry on the field




Telemetering systems or data collectors have long been available to help oilfield information capture, although, they are not always used due to high costs and difficulties in communications.


With our data entry solution based on Android™ the company has a low-cost option with modern features such as data geolocation, site image capturing and QR codes scanning. Also, low training costs since operators are used to this technology and our application has received very good comments regarding ease of use.


Zafiro Mobile is compatible with the latest phone and tablet models based on Android™ and fits perfect to replace outdated and expensive manual data-capture technology.

Main features:

	Offline data capture
	Geolocated transactions: know where the user is entering the data
	Smart pick-lists show options by proximity to reading locations
	Integrated maps helps user know which readings are pending
	Automatic bi-directional data synchronization with Zafiro
	Unattended send and receive data when connection to Zafiro is available
	Mobile phone management from Zafiro administration module
	Zafiro Dashboard integration
	App distributed trough Android™ Play Store
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Clients
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Fulfilled Expectations!



After six months of having the software productive, our satisfaction with the product is high. It fulfilled our expectations and was implemented within the parameters set in the original project plan. I have no complaints about the product and I would like to emphasize the knowledge of the domain shown by InfOil since the project was started in 2012.


Martin Mendez Sinopec's IT Manager
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Excellent customer service!



When we start using InfoProd Zafiro, we improve the production management and we saved the time wasted on excel worksheets which nobody cares about them. The query module is the best tool of the program, very useful and easy to use.


Horacio Facal from PCR
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Thank You!



InfOil has been excellent in very regard. They are quick to response to requests for assistance and is knowledgeable regarding the product. It’s been a pleasure dealing with you and I look forward to working with you in the future.


Todd Krokom Sherritt Operation Analyst
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Vast experience!



InfOil, has vast experience in implementing software of production control for the oil area, with major clients throughout Latin America, and stands out by the customization of applications that the client requires, because one of its greatest values is the flexibility in implementation.


Gerardo Doria Production Manager at Indalo
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Over 1000 users accessing the system on a daily basis!














Contact Us








	Mendoza 3643, C1430BRG, CABA, Argentina
	54(11) 4542-9999
	comercial@infoil.com.ar
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